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- Mr. Sweet, first of all, thank you for taking the time to answer this interview.
And thank you for taking the time to give it.
- Could you tell us about the road that lead you to a writer career? 
Certainly. I was always a bookish child. I learned to read when I was three. I suppose it was inevitable I would want to write and illustrate my own.
My early stories were heavily influenced by the cartoons and the TV commercials I watched growing up. I used to draw a lot of the characters I liked--Roger Hargreaves' Mr. Men, Gellett Burgess' Goops, DePatie Freleng's Ant and the Aardvark, the Whammy from Price is Right, and, for some weird reason, that Snuggle teddy bear from the fabric softner commercials--alongside these crude stick-figure caricatures of my friends and me. These were the halcyon days before I knew the meaning of "copyright infringement". I'd make up these dramatic two-page stories about us. Pretty simple structure: we'd get kidnapped by crooks, then we'd beat them up and escape and go back home. I was maybe eight, nine then. Somewhere along the road I learned more about plot structure, and how to draw, so the stories and the artwork became better. But I never did let go of the stick-figures. They became my trademark. 
I wanted magic powers. I wanted to be a superhero. This was the eighties, remember. Filmation and Ruby-Spears ruled the kiddie TV market. We had Batman, He-Man, She-Ra, Silverhawks, Thundercats, Dick Tracy, that really trippy cartoon about the cowboy with the animal powers...the name escapes me totally, but he'd be out in the desert hollering stuff like "Eye of the hawk! Strength of the bear!" And of course we had some really dumb shit like Pac-Man and Punky Brewster and that thing with the talking Rubik's cube. Seriously. A frigging talking magic Rubik's cube. What the hell were the cartoon writers smoking in those days? Everybody was on something, I guess, then. Even frigging Mighty Mouse snorted cocaine, back in 1988. I dug that stuff. It was a big influence on me. I started drawing comic books in junior high. A lot of my villain designs were influenced by the He-Man cartoons. I guess it made an impact on a lot of folks who grew grew up on that stuff, because he made a big comeback last year. Literally. Have you seen the new 2002 Skeletor? He looks like he's hopped up on steroids. He's frigging huge.
- What first gave you the desire to write? 
I wanted to go legitimate as a writer by my junior year in college--this was August 1996. I signed on to the Arkansas State University Herald with a bunch of stars in my eyes. I wanted to be a cartoonist. Journalism was the biggest damn mistake of my life. A conservative has no business on a college rag. If a conservative kid came to me and said, 'I want to be a newspaperman. I want to change the world; I want to make a difference', I'd pull his rosy red rectum aside and tell him, 'Son, two things: (a) You aren't there to 'change the world'; you're there to report the news, and (2) Don't be a fartknocker. Take up a course in chicken proctology, or turkey farming; you'd make more of a difference learning a damn trade.' I. I did a series about an incompetent naturalist named Steve "Dusty" Rhodes who is looking for the missing link on a college campus. I did a few political cartoons with these two dog characters based on a couple of mutts I owned then: Brando, a black beagle mix, and Boomer; a wire terrier who had gotten one of his eyes put out in a fight. He got hit by cars three times in his life: the first one gave him a limp, the second one cured it, and the third killed him. None of them ran. I did a couple of news stories that were published--in fact, my first news story came out on my birthday, eight years ago. The same day Tupac Shakur got shot, in fact. The two greatest birthday presents I ever got.
So anyway, my boss in those days was a fellow named Mark Berky. He tells me I have the chops to be a great columnist. I wrote a piece on Ross Perot that ran exactly one month before election day. I was promised a cartoon with it, but the day my piece ran I made the mistake of cussing out a photog who used an overbright flash on me. That dippy cunt got me suspended two weeks and cost me my shot at the big time. I've never forgiven her.
I made my comeback, though, with my Nov. 8 piece, "Clinton Wins, America Loses". I wrote that one right off the top of my head the day after Slick Willie got elected to a second term. No notes, nothing. Pure anger. Three days later I got a half a page of mail on it. Overnight I became a celebrity in the college paper circuit. That fall I did a few other columns that were well-recieved. Folks were lavishing me with gifts left and right. I got drink bottles, stroke-books, and money off the guys around the dorm. I was regularly filling the op-ed page with hate mail. I guess I started getting a big head because of it. The fame was like a drug and I never wanted the trip to end. 
I wrote up some notes for a column about the new TV ratings system they introduced in 1997. You know this thing, right? Government alphabet soup. I published a couple movie reviews, but my really hot stuff wasn't making past the eds. I guess I was getting itchy. I had a list where I'd booked every issue of The Herald through spring break--columns, cartoons, mail, every issue me, me, me. I was getting mad because this new guy had cut me off at the knees and beat me to page two on a couple of my best ideas, and I hadn't seen hate mail in weeks. So I typed up "TV Ratings" and submitted it. About that same time Berky left the paper. He got me my start, remember. He was passed up for editor-in-chief, and then he got into a screaming fit with the woman who got the job instead of him and quit--this was Jan. 22 or thereabouts. I think they passed him over because of his efforts in advancing my career. The dame who made ed-in-chief had a lot less seniority and experience. After what happened two weeks later, I thought that was especially suspicious. 
Picture it: Herald office, February 5, 1997. The editor phones me at three in the afternoon. I'm awoken from my afternoon nap. She wants me in her office, ahora. I don't know what's going on. When I got there, she and the editorial ed are waiting for me. I get slapped with a plagiarism charge because the copy ed said he saw my TV ratings column Saturday Night Live. If I hadn't been so off-guard I'd have said it was bullshit and demanded proof on the spot. They played this cruel game with me. First the e-i-c leaves to talk to the advisor, and the editorial ed, this skinny little faggot who used to rip off Garry Trudeau cartoons, goes into his whole, "I believe you're innocent" spiel. So I think I've got someone in my corner to fight for me. Then they tell me to leave till they make their decision. The bastards made me wait a week for a decision they probably made in, like, five minutes waiting for the frigging pizza they ordered for layout night. False hope, you dig? Psych me out. The faggot's signature, the one guy who believed in me, is right there on the termination contracts. They bought him off and shut him up. I bet they threatened to do to him what they did with Berky if he didn't play ball. The lying Judas copy editor gets promoted to ed-in-chief in a year. That Brutus of an editorial editor succeeds him. In fact, every editor on that piece of paper, just about, got a promotion and a cushy job lined up for them after graduation--their futures were assured, built on my broken back. I've been really upset about 
The day after the hammer came down, my Pamela Anderson poster was defaced. It was a gift from my followers. It was hanging on my dorm room door, with a hole in her nipple for the peephole to poke through. Someone sprayed hand soap on her face and cut off her tits with a pair of scissors. I think that's when it really hit me, what had happened. It's like they knew I had fallen from grace. I had gone from god on earth to the floor joke overnight. I cried. I actually wrote about the incident years later. That's how much it hurt. 
I had to leave ASU the following year for alledgedly threatening my old bosses, though all I'd done was ask them for an appeal. Now maybe I didn't handle things right, but neither did they. I think the crux of my dismissal was that I was too controversial to suit them, and they had a problem with what I was submitting. It would have been better if they'd pulled me aside quietly, told me I wasn't working out, and encourage me to resign. But in their stupid, backwards mind, if they'd done that, I could legally sue for wrongful termination. So they chose to use the three D's: discredit, destroy, disavow. They not only had to get rid of me, but do it in such a way I could never work in the business again. That's how liberals think. It's why I always say, anyone who tells me 'I have a liberal friend' really means 'I know a liberal who hasn't betrayed me yet'. 
I really owe it all to my mom. She gave me the direction, the idea to start submitting professionally. My first semester home after the incident, she went to the library and brought me some copies of Writers' Digest magazine--the one with all the tips for writers and magazines' names and addresses in it--and told me I should be an author. My desire to write was partly to please her, but it was fueled by a deeper need to tell the truth, to gain the sympathy of the masses, and to raise an army against my enemies. I dreamed of finding justice in my struggle; of securing a second hearing with the paper and forcing the copy editor to admit there is no sketch. So although the foundation of my career was losing The Herald, and being kicked out of school gave me more time to concentrate on writing, it really started that summer in 1999. My first piece was "Beautiful Dreamer", about an ad exec named Albert Watson who gets fired for plagiarizing his idea for a commercial. So he goes crazy and kills his boss and all the top brass at the rival firm. It was a pretty thinly-disguised allegory for what happened with The Herald. Mary North, Albert's boss, is modeled after the paper's faculty advisor, who looks kind of like Mimi Bobeck on Drew Carey, if you can dig it. The head of the rival ad firm is basically my old adversary the associate dean of judicial affairs, who froze my enrollment records after I was accused of threaening the paper. You'll see ass. deans become a recurring antagonist in my work over the years.
The following year I wrote "Eve Bade Adam Eat", about a kid named Henry Church who gets fired from a college magazine after a copy editor accuses him of stealing a story off a TV show. I fictionalized a lot of actual incidents. I actually did a letter-writing campaign to get my job back. That's why I got booted out of A-State, for those ridiculous notes. I would write local newspapers about the Herald Conspiracy and call the Rush Limbaugh show every afternoon to tell my story on the air. His call-screener wouldn't let me on the air after I let the c-word slip. The scheme with the dummied photographs was actually based on one I considered but never implemented. Good thing, I guess. I might have gotten punished a lot worse than I did. 
A few magazines expressed interest in my work, but no one bought any of it. An agent named Ralph Eaton was representing me in those days. He trotted "Dreamer" around for a couple years. He decided he couldn't sell it and kindly let me out of my contract. This was spring 2002. I put it together with "Eve" and a few other stories I couldn't sell, plus a new one called "Dark Hunger" that I'd written just for this new collection. I decided to call it Almasheol. It was put out by XLibris in the summer of 2003. 
- This question may have been asked to you a thousand times, but where do you find your inspiration?
You probably think I'm going to say "Write what you know", but I'll forego that old chestnut and say "Write what you believe".
I get inspiration from a variety of sources. Dreams sometimes give me ideas--I think it ties in to my excessive TV watching, because a lot of them play like bad B-movies. I had one two years ago, for example, about a housewife who feeds a dog some spoiled food, and the damn thing dies. So she sticks the body in the deep freeze, right? Then she buries it in the yard. But here's the catch: the dog is still alive. And there's a leak underground. Radioactive waste or something. The dog--who' s now a decaying seven-foot-tall mess of rotting flesh and putrid shit--is pissed now. So he comes after the dame who buried him. I thought it was frigging great--like one of those old cheapo black-and-white flicks things AMC trots out every Halloween, like what Hammer and Corman cranked out in the sixties. I write it up and mail it off. This editor--a woman--not only turns it down, but she calls me a misogynist, too! 
- I wonder why.
That's not the first time I've been called one, mind you, but goddamn! I thought editors were supposed to be professional!
- So you find your inspiration mainly in TV shows and bad dreams?
Well, I get most of my best ideas from real life. Most of my stories happen in the South, because it's what I'm most familiar with. And it's usually in a small town, and most often the characters are college students in a campus setting.
I had a relationship with a girl, Ashleigh Bainks, while all this other stuff was going on with The Herald, that didn't work out--that was the basis for another story in Almasheol called "Smitten With Her". In "Dark Hunger" a character's girlfriend has a full-blown orgasm while watching The Exorcist. Ashleigh really did that. 
- Oh my.
Speaking of, I'll admit that one was partly inspired by Stephen King's It. Something about a monster who hibernates, then comes out to feed in cycles, really appealed to me. Then there was that trippy episode of X-Files with this guy named Eugene Tooms, who could elongate his body, who had lived for over a hundred years, and who had to kill folks and eat their livers every seven years to survive. Except I thought instead of a clown living in the sewers or some creepy guy, what if a monster looked like a hot piece of ass, lived in a nice apartment, went out on dates, attended school? So I reworked the mythos: a woman who turns into a cat vampire--the only animal besides man that kills for sport--who eats pancreases (she's a diabetic and needs fresh insulin), and who sleeps and feeds in fourteen-year cycles.
Rocky Stuart was based on a girl I know who lives out in L.A., who's just as nutty about cartoons and anime as I am, right down to the oblivious mother and clothes-horse sister. I also based her on one of my exes, who actually was in counseling for a while because she flipped out and attacked a mattress once with a steak knife. (Why do I attract the nutty ones?) A lot of the plot came right out of actual e-mails "Rocky" and I exchanged, like the part about her masturbation technique. You see how a story is born: two or more unrelated things, put together and looked at in a new way? 
- Yes.
Now I'll tell you how struggle and hardship plays a part in my writing. In 2003 I was the junior member of a two-owner small engine repair shop. There was a colored kid who would routinely come in and pester me. He sold us a stolen lawnmower. My partner bought it off him even after I told him not to deal with punks like him. And maybe it was because he was black. And maybe that's wrong. But I knew I was right not to trust him. He would swipe small items off the shelf when he was there, and every time he showed up he had a new frigging bike. I bet he stole them. He gave his name as "Roger Market". That wasn't his real name. He got it from a storefront across the street.
I made up a story around Roger a year later in a story I called "The Photograph"--sort of a reworked version of "The Monkey's Paw" and "The Bottle-Imp". I actually have the photograph described in the story, by the way. It turned up in some stock that came in one day. Roger didn't steal it, of course. I like stories about cursed objects. I'd done one before, in fact, called "The Kestron Lenses". I wrote that one in 2001. Bewildering Stories just bought it.
- Congratulations. How much did you get?
No money. I can't say writing pays well, if that's your next question. But it's really more of a labor of love. It's something you do to give your life purpose, not to be rich. I hate rich people anyway. They raise their daughters to be total cunts. 
- You only say that because of Ashleigh.
Probably. But she was the second rich girl I've dated in my life, and it's like they were sisters by another mister. If you've seen one, you've seen them all.
- Quite an enlightened attitude you have there.
But back to the shop. We shut down just two months after we opened. It was the Fourth of July weekend--just before Almasheol was published, in fact. My partner blew town. He was not a man of vision and he didn't like the way I handled my part of the shop or the fact that, even though he was the senior partner, and my boss, technically he worked for me. My family owned the store. It was his name on the business, but my family's name was on the lease. So he just left--and without someone to repair the mowers and the hedge-trimmers and the weed-eaters folks brought in, the shop went tits-up in two weeks. I never got to sell my books in my very own front-window display. For me it was The Herald all over again. My excessive ambition had killed my dream. First I had taken all the responsibility upon myself for the shop tanking, and then I started blaming my brother. It was his fault. His excessive borrowing of our hard-earned money ran off my partner and had cost me my second chance at life. He was the reason I had no shop, a pile of unsold goods rotting out back from the damp weather, why The Herald wouldn't grant me an interview, and why Ashleigh wasn't coming back to me. I prayed every day for him to die. 
The day I turned twenty-eight, I remember, was really lousy. My brother came home, went into a screaming fit over seeing a roach in the tuna casserole, and threw the pot containing our supper onto the kitchen floor, into the dog's water bowl. It was the worst birthday I ever had. There was no cake, no party money for gifts or a nice dinner somewhere, just a plastic bowl full of soggy, gloppy noodles and a screaming argument with that worthless, hateful moron that lasted until till five in the morning. And I asked myself, is this where I want to be? is this what it's all come down to? All my coworkers from the paper are independent and successful and married and have families and cushy jobs; all I have to show for my life is a book that isn't selling, I'm not even allowed to talk to the girl I love, and I can't get a real job because one of my references hates me and the other's skipped town. How did I fall so low? I was a god once. Now my old friends won't even talk to me. I made one little mistake six years ago, and I'm still paying for it! 
- How awful.
It was. Ghastly, even. I really was at the lowest point in my life. For Halloween I was giving out cheap plastic pens and novelty candles I had left over from the shop to trick-or-treaters because we couldn't afford candy. The holidays sucked ass. We had nothing to be thankful for or to celebrate. We were too broke to buy gifts. We didn't even bother putting up our tree. My brother got worse. A few days after that miserable Christmas he drove me to a doctor's appointment, and when my appointment wasn't kept right on the dot to suit him, he just left me there, stranded. I was there for eight hours until the hospital personnel found me wandering the halls, lost, and took me to the phone to call my mom to come pick me up. We later learned he was on drugs. He came home one night frigged out of his mind with some crystal meth he got someplace. There were more fights, violent ones. He kept stealing from us. One night, possibly in one of his drug rages, he attacked me and threw me down on the floor. He bashed a hole in my scalp and nearly broke my glasses. He took money from my strongbox one day--snuck into my room while I was asleep, filched the key, and helped himself. I started keeping an axe under my bed to hack him into cutlets if I ever caught him doing it again. He'd get into trouble, he would promise up and down to do better, and before long he was back up to his old tricks. If there's one thing I've learned about people, it's that they don't change. The faculty advisor of The Herald will dummy up fake charges against another staffer she wants out someday, thinking it worked once before, and I will be there to catch her when she does. I had to give up two good jobs because of my excessive ambition--I didn't learn my lesson the first time. And even though he's got a job now and seems to have cleaned himself up, my brother will fall back into his old patterns of behavior one day. The frames of my glasses are still crooked from our last fight even after all these months. I keep them that way so I will never forget what a monster he is capable of being. And the axe I told you about is still under my bed. Next time he comes after me I will be ready for him. 
- That's very cynical of you. And disturbing.
This sort of thinking isn't really healthy, I'll admit, but it does make good story fodder. In the midst of all this unhappiness came some of my best work--really dramatic stories about families and friends who are torn apart by drug addiction, job loss, financial problems, betrayal, stealing, fighting. Stories about outcasts and exiles and about forgotten people living on the fringe, being hated, being always on the outside looking in. They're real because I was forced to live them.
In my "Photograph" story the protagonist is Jonah Kant, a really racist shopkeeper, and his bete noire is Roger Young, a colored boy who hangs around his store and makes trouble. In one scene the boy locks the shopkeep in his office and tries to steal the day's take from his desk. Roger Market did the same damn thing to me. For that Kant just about beats the shit out of this boy with a pepper mill. I almost did that to Roger. I mean, the boy pissed me off. So a lot of my bad, scary feelings went into the story and created a very unpleasant character, whom I eventually kill off. I kill off a lot of the characters I base on myself, like Henry and Ernest and Kant. Freud called it catharsis.
- In your new book, Postcards of the Hanging, what would you say inspired you the most?
Kurt Vonnegut's Slaughterhouse-Five was a big influence on the novel's structure. Suppose you could view time not as a linear construct, but as the shuffle function on a CD: you see Jessy and Peter as kids in 1986, then you see Peter, in his thirties, as a successful writer living on the east coast, then back to two kids, then Jessy a couple years later at Clark College, then Jessy is married with two grown kids and going grey, then you skip back to two small-town kids in the South. The title of the book is taken from Bob Dylan's "Desolation Row". I used to sing it to my niece Saliah when she was a baby. It was her favorite lullaby.
But I think my real talent as a writer is to take ordinary things which I see every day and show them from a slightly different angle, with both my photography and my writing. In 1993 I moved from a city with a population of about 20,000 to a small community of about 500 souls up the road. It's been the universal template for all the small towns I've ever written about. In Postcards it's called "Lemora". The Creeping Judas is the highway that runs past my house, Peter Knowles' house is the shack on that road where a couple of my brother's friends once lived ten years ago, and the Hang-Man's Arch is a railroad trestle over the river I pass twice a week when I go into town to get my mail. It's pretty much one main drag, which everything is built around. There's a post office, the school, the church, and a few houses. Up the highway is the local steel mill. There's a graveyard, too, just up from the church, which I discovered on one of my walks. 
- Very apropos setting for a horror writer, a graveyard.
It is, isn't it?
The supernatural element that overlays the plot, again, owes something to King: the Exchangers are my version of the little bald doctors in Insomnia. One character's name, "Camber", comes from the Spanish word cambiar, "to trade", and "Donna Trenton" was named for a cousin of mine. Only later did I realize they were names from Cujo--sort of an unintentional homage. Peter Knowles is an amalgam of two characters from It--a fat kid (Ben Hanscom) who becomes a best-selling novelist (Bill Denbrough)--and, like King's opus, my novel deals with children, friendship, and growing up. Kids with psychic powers recalls The Shining somewhat, and one character does a whole Collie Etrigan (Desperation) thing. The character of crazy politico Chuck Wardell owes something to both Greg Stillson in The Dead Zone and to an old rerun of Batman with Frank "The Riddler" Gorshin dressed up as Thomas Jefferson. It's especially appropriate the book is being released this close to Election Day, what with real-life nutjobs like Howard Dean and John Kerry running for office. 
Also, I frequently use the shared-world element favored by both King and Vonnegut. Peter shows up first in Dark Hunger as a minor character called "The Iconoclast" who lives in Wyoming and talks to Rocky on the Internet. He is a major player in Postcards, a boy of twelve growing up in Lemora, Missouri. I was actually surprised to find these two characters were the same person seen a decade apart--I had no outline in mind when I wrote the book, you see, so much of it simply wrote itself. Vonnegut did the same thing with the iconoclastic, eccentric Kilgore Trout. He is a bit player and a small-time, virtually unknown scribbler in S-5. He does walk-throughs in a couple of other short stories. In another novel Kilgore is the main character, and his fortunes have improved dramatically. Most of my stories overlap in some odd, sometimes overt, other times subtle ways. You know how they say everyone on earth is separated from everyone else by just seven degrees? Thank Bart Camber and his kind for that. Their job, among many, is to govern the province of coincidence. 
- Do you sometimes get scared of your own writings?
Not of the actual writing, no. It's just a tool. That's like being afraid of a hammer. It's just a hunk of dumb wood and iron. In the hands of Bob Villa, it's a thing of beauty. Used by a maniac who likes to ritually bop open the heads of beautiful women, it's a murder weapon. No, what scares me is what lies beneath. Most don't know about the snakepits that lurk in the minds of geniuses and their art.
Take "Eve". Please. In the story Henry has to leave Clark (which is really just A-State under a thin veneer of paint), and he never gets over it. He goes crazy. He spends almost thirty years preparing his ultimate revenge against the copy editor who screwed up his life. That was one from deep in the pit. I was too much like Henry for comfort. I mentioned that earlier.
"Smitten", a vignette about a couple named Joey and Ernest Mentero, was another pit story from 1999. That was a red-letter year for pit stories, I think. Ashleigh Bainks hurt me deeply when she walked out. A couple of years after our breakup I tried getting her back, but she acted like she didn't know me. I felt like less of a man. She's appeared under a few other names in some yet-unpublished pieces I've written over the years. 
- Put another way, have you ever written something so bad you hid it away and didn't release it? 
Yes. I was writing my autobiography, called I, Asshole, the summer after I left school. But after I finished the book I decided not to put it out. I'd talked about The Herald and named names. I'd talked about all the flings I'd had in college, including a major section on Ashleigh. It was really whining and petty and rambling, and if it it published it would be a lawsuit waiting to happen. So I shelved it. 
Five years later I was writing this story about two girls who share a dorm room at Clark College. One of them, Janet M. Stack, became a presumptuous, opinionated columnist for the campus paper. 
- Sounds...familiar.
I drag out Asshole and start paging through it looking for anything I can salvage. I found quite a bit of gold amongst the chaff, and I changed all the names and used it. Some of the newsroom scenes are word-for-word out of actual conversations and events. 
I never liked Janet. Writing her was like--well, it was like making love to an ice sculpture. A lot of the crap I pulled on the paper went right into her. I realized this and tried to humanize her, to make her less of a horrible caricature. Even giving her a story and a childhood, though, failed to lend her some sense of warmth. It was just postponing the inevitable. In the Foreword to Almasheol I outlined the true Sweetian hero. He must always be a victim of his surroundings, of circumstance. He isn't supposed to bring the initial misfortune, natural or supernatural, upon himself, only worsen it or improve it through his schemes or his actions to remedy it. Thus, when he loses everything, you feel sorry for him, and when he triumphs, you applaud him. Janet never felt like a legitimate Sweetian heroine. Maybe it's because she deserved to get what she got.
- More of your "catharsis"?
Bingo. One of the early working titles of the piece was Set A Straw Man On Fire--which means "to attribute a position to someone that he doesn't hold and then to refute it in order to make it seem as if one has won the argument". Certainly appropriate for what they did to me at the paper...but not memorable enough. Later I changed it A Breath Like Mustard Gas and Roses--another Vonnegut/S-5 ref.

And now, a little exercise called "The Chinese Portrait".
If you were...what would you be? 
+a Flower : Chrysanthemum.
+ A color : Blue. And I mean royal blue. Not that wussy sky-blue.
+ A fruit : Kiwi.
+ A tree: Dutch elm.
+ A season : Summer.
+ An actor : Dan Castellaneta. He's half the characters on The Simpsons. And he wrote one of my favorite eps, "Days of Wine and D'ohses".
+ An actress : A very young Barbara Feldon.
+ A sport : Soccer.
+ A number : 13.
+ A country: I dig the names of "The Belcher Islands" and"Djibouti". But I also like the shape of Baja California. It looks like we're peeing on Mexico. 
+ A word : Stroganoff. It sounds dirty. 
+ An animal : Either a beagle or a gibbon. Or a gibbon riding a beagle. That would be cool.
+ An insect: Junebug. 
+ A bird: Titmouse.
+ A place on the body: Nipple. 
+ A movie: The Exorcist. I want to bring hot Catholic girls to full orgasm. My second choice, thought, is Blazing Saddles. Madeline Khan was a hot little thing, too, in her youth. "It's twue! It's twue! It's twue!"
+ A song: You probably think I'll mention a Dylan song, but actually, it's a tossup between "Mr. Vain" (Culture Club) and "Sixteen Little Red Noses and a Horse That Sweats" (Jim Stafford).
+ A musical instrument: Harmonica.
+ A dish: Cheeseburger. Or a pizza. Something that encompasses multiple food groups. 
+ A drink : Root beer. 
+ An art: Cooking.
+ A fabric: Cotton. I want to breathe.
+A painter: Edvard Munch. I love his "Scream". Plus he was frigging nuts. 
+ A verb? : Spelunking. It sounds dirty.

- Jonathan Sweet writes stories that scare people. But what scares you?
That's a tossup between a hooker with cold hands and an incontinent Scotsman. They don't wear underwear under those kilts, you know. 
- Ah. That explains a lot.
Actually, my worst fears are death and Doberman pinschers. And that once I hit the big time, I'll go and do or say something stupid and lose it all again within six months. There seems to be a Six-Month Rule on my success. I had The Herald for that long; I had Ashleigh for that long. I only had the shop for two months; the extra four months must have been the time it took my partner to buy the lot and set up the place. Which I don't think was fair; that shouldn't have counted against my success time, since it was before he took me on. 
- Well, let's hope that doesn't happen.
What's next for Jonathan Sweet? Any upcoming projects you want to talk about?
I'm optioning "Dark Hunger" for potential movie adaptation. Which is where the real money is.
I've also completed my third book manuscript, a crime thriller called Tiresias, about a man who calls up his old girlfriend's house looking for a reconciliation. Her father answers the phone and tells him he doesn't have a daughter, only two sons. So he gets pissed. He buys a gun and drives to the town where she lives, thinking he'll to appeal to her in person to come back to him. But for the gun part it's based on what actually happened with me and Ashleigh. When the idea came to me last summer I knew, no questions, how it would start and how it would end.
What I didn't see was that the obsessed stalker, Antonio Mitcheson, would take over so much of the book--I thought he'd just stick around till the end of chapter one, make a fuss, and get hauled away, and that'd be the end of him. It's a great example of my own writing scaring me, because Mitcheson is a lot like I was--or, perhaps, am. God help me, I started to like and sympathize with Antonio. I tried to hate him--raaaaaaaaahlly, I did. By the end of the book he's more than a one-dimensional buaboo; he's a human being. He's got a backstory and everything, so even if you don't like what he does you can at least understand it; you may even empathize with it.
- Unlike, say, Janet Stack. 
Yes.
Fascinating. When's that due out?
I'm hoping to release it next year.
- Once again, thank you very much, Mr. Sweet, for taking the time to answer this interview! We hope to read more books from you very soon!
Roselyne Gerazime


